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The bee - nature guardian

In many scientific journals on bees, bee society and their organization spoke prominent scientific minds
of the worldwide reputation.
Albert Einstein „if bees would disappear, the man would remain four years of life“
Nikola Tesla: „bee society characterizes as a perfection and foresees that humanity will at its peak also
have the same organization“
The importance of bees today is such that agricultural production can not be imagined without bees.
This gently and little creature is the best guarantee for monitoring the yield and quality of fruits and
security processes of fertilization of plants by cross-pollination, maintenance of biodiversity.
and what is most important in agriculture is just a good yield and quality fruit.
If this is really the case, and if we remember the warnings of Albert Einstein and Nikola Tesla, then why
the whole world is afraid of the worst scenarios of the modern age - the disappearance of honey bee?!
The bee for this planet is a precious being that we must not easily ignore it and bring it to the level of
disappearance.

In spite of the efforts of the whole world, states and the governments to deal with the problem of
mysterious confinement of species and bee colonies, this process unfortunately still goes on.
a thousand reasons why and so little asnwers, but the honey bee disappears ..
How to save the honey bee and provide the critical mass of the honey bee population until the modern
science creates weapons to fight the current worrying bee's disappearance.
Ecological consciousness is very important, but if we only keep it there, at that time, due to many
controlled factors, I'm afraid we will cross the critical threshold for the sustainable survival of bees.
In the last line of defense of bees and bee colonies stands bee keeper and beekeeping organizations
worldwide.
Their fascination with these creatures, dedication and daily concern for strengthening the vitality is
the most important part of the maintenance of honey bee.
Beekeeping organizations are the bridges that by permanent organization, contacts, education achieve
a global goal of maintaining the interest for the bees.
Laws and instructions, rules and obligations prescribed by science and state politics are slow and can
not enter every hive, meadow, and every forest.
But there are some who can. beekeepers and bee-keeping organizations. And all this with only one
goal: to prevent the disappearance of the honey bee - the guardian of our nature
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